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Outline for toy class 

1pm - Overview and problems with documentation, as well as what definitely is *not* period! 

What we’re not going to be able to cover  

 Noisemakers & rattles – whistles, slap-sticks, watchman’s rattle 

 Group – Singing, Processions 

 Crafting play & Creative toys & Educational toys such as: Construction toys, Mudpies & 

poo, Puzzle/assembly  

Problems with documentation (main handout) 

 Manuscript/Portraits - not always real 

 Literary sources - but how were they made and what did they look like? 

 Inventories - Usually only for the nobility until late period and who inventories toys?  

What’s not period?  

Extant examples - where to find - Brueghel! 

Places to Check 

 Portrait Books 

 Illuminated Manuscripts 

 Wikipedia & Wikimedia Commons 

 Pinterest 

 https://finds.org.uk/database/search/results/q/Toy  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children%27s_Games_(Bruegel)  

2pm - Balls and ball fillings, plus games and other active play - Go through pix (ball handout 

and template) 

 Balls 

 Beanbags 

 Marbles 

 Hoops and hats and bladders & quoits 

 Tennis 

https://finds.org.uk/database/search/results/q/Toy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children%27s_Games_(Bruegel)
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 Bocce 

 “The Ball Game”  

 Spinning toys (tops, hum buttons, etc.) 

 Skates 

 Competitions 

o War toys  

o Mock tourneys 

3pm – Dolls Go through pix template 

 Puppe, Bebe, Poppet not doll 

 Clay 

 Metal 

 Stone 

 Corn/Grass/Yarn 

 Fashion 

 Jointed 

 Paper 

 Peg/Stump/Tocke 

 Rag 

 Puppets 

4pm - Pretend Play and figures. Go through pix then templates 

Make-Believe toys 

 Dolls/Action figures 

 Stuffed animals 

 Edible 

 Food-related toys 

 Playing “shop” 
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Active play group 

    Diving - Jumping or falling into water is always lots of fun for children    

 Fence riding - Again, a fence game     

 Games, Blind Man's Bluff    

 Mock tournaments - Competitions of various kind    

 Passing through kicking legs   

 Play leapfrog - Vaulting over each other's stooped backs    

 Riding piggyback - Still going strong, riding on someone's shoulders    

 Singing door-to-door - Especially now at Christmas, with carols    

 Swimming - A healthy recreational exercise, enjoying a full-body workout    

 The "Pope's seat" - Holding the child by gripping hands    

 The penalty of "bumbouncing" - Bouncing someone's buttocks on planks    

Active play group - Games, competitions 

 Bocce - In teams, throwing the bocce balls closest to the jack ball    

 Bowling - Players attempt to score points by rolling a ball along a flat surface, either into pins or to get close 

to a target ball    

 Grappling - A basic form of wrestling    

 Hat throwing - Throw them through a child's open legs, or see who throws farthest    

 Hide-and-seek - Or "hide and go seek", a game in which a number of players conceal themselves in the 

environment, to be found by one or more seekers    

 Knucklebones - Game of very ancient origin, played with five small objects, originally the "knucklebones" 

(actually the astragalus: a bone in the ankle, or hock) of a sheep, which are thrown up and caught in various 

ways    

 Morra - A hand game - similar to rock, paper, scissors - that dates back thousands of years to ancient Roman 

and Greek times    

 Pińata - A papier-māché or other type of container that is decorated, filled with toys and or candy and then 

broken, usually as part of a ceremony or celebration    

 Pitch and toss - The players each take a coin and take turns tossing them towards the wall: the coin the 

closest to the wall wins    

 Playing marbles - Ancient and still going strong nowadays    

 Playing Tiddlywinks - Played with small discs called "winks", a pot, and a collection of squidgers. The 

children use a "squidger" (a disk) to propel a wink into flight by pressing down on a wink, thereby flicking it 

into the air: the objective of the game is to score points by sending one's own winks into the pot    

 The "devil chained" - Role play as a street game    

 The "devil's tail" or the "snake" - Role play as a street game    

 The "Toton" - Forerunner of the roulette and dice games    

 The token - Running and handing off the baton to the next runner    

 Whom shall I choose? - A girl selects her "baby" from a group of friends under a blanket    

 Who's got the ball? - Hiding the ball and guessing who has it    

 Bonfire - Lighting a fire, a dangerous but ever-practiced activity    

 Dethroning the King - Role play    

 How many goat horns? - The child must guess with how many fingers he was slapped by the other riding 

him    

 Playing thescourge - Not a safe game    

 Pulling hair - A game or a fight?    

 Riding a broom - A variation of hobby-horse, but with many players    
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 Riding the barrel With barrel vaulting, another popular play    

 Run, jump on a cellar's door Noisy and unsafe    

Active play solo –  

 Climbing a fence - A popular pastime with neighbour's fences   

 Handstand - There are many variations of handstands, but all that matters is balance  

    Play the "knot" - Bending the body to contorted positions  

    Somersault - Flipping and rolling forwards, backwards, or sideways 

    Swing - The classic hanging seat, indoors?  

    Water gun and owl on support - Shooting water at a bird  

    Balancing a stick on a finger - A clownish game of balance 

    Climbing a tree   

    Floating with an inflated pig's bladder - A sheep's bladder was also used, to float on top of it or to play 

water games 

    High stilts - Walking on long poles  

Active Toys for games 
 Balls   

 Felt ball     

 Marbles     

 The trolleys - Baskets moving on a line    

 Hoops     

 scopperels, pinwheels and whirligigs     

 Soap bubbles - Still a popular pastime, Bruegel shows children blowing bubbles with clay pipes and    

 Stilts     

 Swings     

 Tops     

 Whizzers - Schwirrknochen ('Schnurrer') from Kasendorfer Turmberg      

Active toys solo play - Physical activity and dexterity 

 Balls & bean-bags    

 Game  - Throwing walnuts Perhaps a variation of bowling or bocce, hitting an assembled cluster of nuts   

 Spinning toys    

 Ball made with an inflated pig's bladder - Inflating a pig's bladder to create a balloon    

 Catching insects with a net - Not only butterflies    

 Flying a ribbon on a stick - Letting a piece of cloth fly in the wind from a stick    

 Hobby-horse - Riding a wooden hobby horse made of a straight stick with a small horse's head    

 Pushing a wall - good for exercising muscles    

 Shouting into a barrel from a hole - The many uses of a barrel    

 The hoop with bells - A variation of rolling the hoop    

 The simple roll hoop - Children and adults around the world have played with hoops, twirling, rolling and 

throwing them throughout history    

 Twirling a hat on a stick - Clowns do it regularly    

 Walk on stilts Walking poles equipped with steps for the feet to stand on, they can be short (like here) or long (see below)    

Crafting play  Making hats with twigs Basket weaving   

 Construction toys - Shell bobbin A flying spinneret made of nut shells   

 Building (a well) - Like sandcastles on a beach, building is ever popular   

 Playing with sand - Building castles and digging holes   

 Mudpies & poo – Urinating  - Technically, not quite a game but practiced often   
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 Stirring excrements with a stick - Not a healthy game   

 Puzzle/assembly     

Make-Believe toys - Dolls  - Peg doll gnomes    

 Dolls  - Playing with dolls    

 Craft - toy boats    

         toy boats rolling    

 Edible toys - Edible doll    

         Raisinbread man - A man-shaped loaf of bread, offered during wakes or at Christmas   

         toy animals – edible   

 Stuffed animals - toy animals    

         Toy animal with leash - A stone dog of sorts   

 dolls and doll clothes, puppets     

Noisemakers & rattles  

   Whistles     

 slap-sticks      

 Noisemakers & rattles, watchman's rattle 

 Playing the flute and the drum - Playing simple music with basic instruments, always popular with kids   

Pets 

         Playing with birds  Ever popular   

Pretend Play Active 

 Action figures     

 Food-related toys     

 Group     

 Mock tourneys     

 Playing "shop"     

 Singing door to door  

 Coil tournament - A fight of knights    

 Making a procession - Popular among children and adults, in diverse applications    

 Mock wedding     

 Mock baptismal - Re-enacting the procession of adults carrying home a baby just baptized. The blue hood 

symbolises deception ("hooding the husband" meant tocuckold him, as shown in Bruegel's Netherlandish 

Proverbs).    

 Playing 'Holy Mass' - Small liturgical objects used at Mass and Liturgies     

 Playing the porter - or goalkeeper?    

 Put up a show - Enacting a play    

 To play shop - On the wooden plank below the funnel Bruegel inscribed "BRUEGEL 1560" Red pigment 

was made from scraping bricks and was most famous from Antwerp.    

 toy knights and war toys    

 Wearing masks - Wearing disguises for fun     

Solo play - Games & Puzzles     
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Hum button  

 Chicken bones 

 Cotton string  

 Hacksaw, Drill, Scissors 

--- 

1. Clean your chicken bones, cut off the ends and ream out the insides 

2. Let them dry (done ahead for class) 

3. Drill one hole in each, as in the pic below.  

4. Cut a yard or less of string. 

5. Thread it through one hole and out the other.  

6. Knot the ends and even the bone up in the middle and play.  

 

This can be done with a button with two holes as in the 2
nd

 picture.  
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 Ball 

 Cover fabric 

 Filling 

 Scissors, needle & thread 

1. Choose your cover materials 

2. Cut two of the circle, one of the long piece 

3. Mark seam allowances on the wrong side. 

4. Stitch long piece to one circle, all the way around, leaving the end seam 

allowance free. You may have more of the long piece than the circle 

(better more than not enough!) 

5. Stitch the long piece to the other circle, again leaving the end seam 

allowance free, stitching in the same direction around the circle. This 

means that the ball will not twist in the stitching, iow it will stretch in the 

same direction.  

6. Turn right side out. Trim the too-long end piece even with the other seam 

allowance.  

7. Fill tightly.  

8. Turn seam ends to the inside and blind-stitch closed.  

Class ball is the one below. No, I don’t understand the slit, either, but it shows up on a lot of period balls.  

                           

Balls, or at least things to throw or roll, are one of the oldest toys. 

There are some extant ones and lots of speculation as to how the 

most common ones were made and what they’re filled with. We will 

be making balls from recycled denim (easy to stitch) with various 

recycled fillings for use as toys and juggling equipment. There will 

be plenty of materials to create one whatever your stitching skill 

level! Once everyone has the materials and information to create one 

I will give a brief history of what we know about this toy and a few 

anecdotes and have a set of pictures to look at. Ball fillings was my 

experimental archaeology entry in the A&S Competition last 

December and I have a lot of practical experience having made 

period-style balls for my five (now grown!) boys.  
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My pages on Balls and ball research start here: https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-

toys/balls/  

Find my pattern here: https://anjasquest.wordpress.com/tasks/toys/active-play-toys/balls/balls-instructions-for-

making-one-for-yourself/ 
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Gnomes 

 Peg doll 

 Felt pieces 

 Ribbon and/or embroidery floss 

 fabric paint.  

 Trims and notions 

 Glue, 3 olfa (wavy, zig, strgt), scissors, binder clips 

* 

1. Using pinking shears or a wavy or zigzag rotary cutter blade, cut strips of felt that will reach from the 

base of the Gnome to the top of the “shoulder” for clothing.  

2. Lightly smear the peg with glue and roll the felt around the peg then trim off so they exactly meet.  

3. If you want “lapels” fold the edges below the chin apart and hold with dots of glue. 

4. Cut a short piece of narrow ribbon or floss and tie around the “waist”.  

5. Past one of the trim/notion pieces at the neck.  

6. Cut a 3 inch circle and then cut it into quarters.  

7. Take one piece and glue into a cone. 

8. Glue to the top of the gnome peg.  

9. Use fabric paint, trims, notions and ribbon to decorate as you please.  
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Rag doll clothes – These instructions are for a purchased  rag doll. – Try 

http://www.sunshinecrafts.com/search.php, 5 in muslin doll Item #: MP-DP-1232-19, 8 in muslin doll Item #: 

MP-DP-1232-33, 12 in muslin doll Item #: MP-DP-1232-19 

 Doll 

 Fabric 

 Needle&thread, etc. Olfa, Scissors, fabric paint 

-- (Template sized for 8 inch doll) 

1. Decide whether you’re making a short or long tunic.  

2. Find a piece of fabric that when folded in half is at least slightly larger than the template.  

3. Fold the fabric in ½.  

4. Using the template line up the top of the template with the fold on the fabric and trace, using the 

hemlines as marked for short or long.  

5. Cut out, leaving the neckhole for last with the fabric still folded.  

6. Use the fabric paint to trace around the neckline, hem and sleeve ends. You may hem instead, although a 

rolled hem at the neckline will tend to tear with use.  

7. When the paint is dry, re-fold the tunic with the wrong side out and stitch each side seam from wrist to 

hem.  

8. Trim seams and decorate.  

-- (Template sized for 8 inch doll) 

 Rag doll wig - https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-1b0 - Process pix and 1 finished doll 

 Patterning a doll tunic - https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-11M - Process Pix 

 Cutting out and finishing tunics - https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-19z - Process pix 

 Finishing tunic - https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-17e - Process Pix 

    

http://www.sunshinecrafts.com/search.php
https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-1b0
https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-11M
https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-19z
https://wp.me/p4yKTJ-17e
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Wind wand 

 3/8 (or ½ inch) by 15 inch dowel (you will get 3 out of a 4 foot dowel) 

 6-8 feet of rag strip or ribbon (or double this, see below) 

 Push pin, tack or fishing tackle with screw eye 

 Drill, hacksaw, glue, sandpaper.  

This can be a very fast project to get a child up and running (literally) or you can do a more professional job by 

going to the fishing tackle section of a hardware store and buying one of the doohickeys that allows a lure to 

spin freely in the water and a screw eye.  

1. Cut your dowel into 3 pieces, each not less than 15 inches long.  

2. Sand the ends so splinters don’t happen.  

3. With a tiny diameter drill bit make a hole into one end of the dowel. This keeps the dowel from splitting, 

but you can go without if you’re using a pushpin or tack, since those are going to break soon, anyway.  

4. Screw in the screw eye or tack the ribbon to the wand.  

5. Thread a double length ribbon through the screw eye or attach the tackle to the screw eye and then tie 

the ribbon or rag strip to the tackle.  
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Scopperel 

Original by Krista Cogan & Hilda Hugelmann form this website. http://hildakrista.livejournal.com/67492.html  

For each one, you need a smallish-circumference dowel rod (preferably oak), a small nail, non-corrugated 

cardboard (shoebox or cereal box type), tape, scissors, a saw and a hand drill. 

1. Cut an ~8 inch piece of the dowel off with the saw. 

2. Drill a hole slightly bigger in circumference than the nail right in the center of the small dowel piece. 

Make sure the hole is smaller than the nail's head, though. 

3. Drill a hole about the same size as the nail through the end (so it's facing you - drill into the center of the 

circular cross section) of the long dowel, only about 3/4 the length of the nail. 

4. Cut out two squares of cardboard. The length of one side of the square should be about a quarter of the 

length of the small dowel. 

5. Tape the squares on the small dowel one up, one down, so the hole is facing up. (see pic).  This is the 

cheater step.  There were period adhesives and joinery that should be used if you're going for really 

period. 

6. Use the nail to attach the small "windmill" shaped dowel to the long one. 

Give it to your kid, tell them to run forward, or hold it in the wind, and watch it spin! You may need to bend the 

corners of the cardboard like a pinwheel a little. 

      

  

http://hildakrista.livejournal.com/67492.html
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Web sites 

Pinterest!!! Omgs…. Search medieval toys or renaissance toys and go nuts….…and Wikipedia has some good starting 

info.  

Like this page, games and toys - 

https://www.pinterest.com/snata80/%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%8F-

%D0%B8%D0%B3%D1%80/  

House Capuchin’s pages 

 Dolls - https://housecapuchin.wordpress.com/portfolio/project-dolls/  

 General Toys - https://housecapuchin.wordpress.com/portfolio/project-toys/  

 …and this handout will be up on the site, in the not too distant future. Check our Portfolio page for the weekly 

progress things and other topics. https://housecapuchin.wordpress.com/portfolio/  

Hum button - http://www.labbe.de/zzzebra/index.asp?themaid=628&titelid=2755  

Rag doll - http://www.thepassingstranger.com/Tutorial_Dolls_00.htm 

Scopperel - http://hildakrista.livejournal.com/67492.html   

Hobby horse - http://www.madebykasia.com/2011/06/nikita-hobby-horse-tutorial.html (one set of instructions)  

Balls - http://aelflaed.homemail.com.au/doco/balls.html - From Aelflead of the Weald (India Ollerenshaw) 2004. A 

longish article on the history of balls. Includes discussion of a number of ball-types and where they were found, a long but 

partial listing of ballgames (with brief descriptions of some), and short discussions of manufacturing regulations in the 

High Middle Ages and the use of balls in ritual contexts. Also includes diagrams with three designs of piece-sewn and 

stuffed balls. Good bibliography for further research. 

Marble Games article  - http://www-cs.canisius.edu/~salley/SCA/Games/MarblesXArticle.doc  

Materials by project 

Gnomes - http://www.caseyswood.com/ Man Peg - 2-3/8" Tall x 7/8" Diameter Model: #20, $0.2500 over 25 each 20 

cents, over 100 for 17.5 cents and it gets more so…. 

Rag Dolls - http://www.sunshinecrafts.com/search.php, 5 in muslin doll Item #: MP-DP-1232-19, 8 in muslin doll Item #: 

MP-DP-1232-33, 12 in muslin doll Item #: MP-DP-1232-19 

For dowels go to any lumberyard or builder’s supply 

Trims & Fabrics – You can source anywhere, but if you need to buy outright try http://www.joann.com/ They also stock 

Tulip fabric paint, notions and even tiny toys for the gnomes to hold. You can also get rag dolls from them.  

  

https://www.pinterest.com/snata80/%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D0%B8%D0%B3%D1%80/
https://www.pinterest.com/snata80/%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D0%B8%D0%B3%D1%80/
https://housecapuchin.wordpress.com/portfolio/project-dolls/
https://housecapuchin.wordpress.com/portfolio/project-toys/
https://housecapuchin.wordpress.com/portfolio/
http://www.labbe.de/zzzebra/index.asp?themaid=628&titelid=2755
http://www.thepassingstranger.com/Tutorial_Dolls_00.htm
http://hildakrista.livejournal.com/67492.html
http://www.madebykasia.com/2011/06/nikita-hobby-horse-tutorial.html
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Faelflaed.homemail.com.au%2Fdoco%2Fballs.html&h=XAQEGedJk&s=1
http://www-cs.canisius.edu/~salley/SCA/Games/MarblesXArticle.doc
http://www.caseyswood.com/
http://www.sunshinecrafts.com/search.php
http://www.joann.com/
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Books, etc.  

Ball, Bat and Bishop: THE ORIGIN OF BALL GAMES Paperback – April 12, 2001by Robert W Henderson  (Author) 

(orig pub 1947)  - This is a book about the history of ball games. The author has an axe to grind, wanting to trace the 

games back to religious rituals and going way out into left field to do so. Ignore that. There’s a LOT of worthwhile info in 

this book, anyway, even if the majority is out of period.  

 

Medieval Children. By Nicholas Orme (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2001. xii plus 387 pp.).This is a 

wide ranging and comprehensive survey of children and the experience of childhood.  

Biddle, M., Object and Economy in Medieval Winchester, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1990, pp. 706 - 708. 

Brisbane, M. (ed.) The Archaeology of Novgorod, Russia: Recent Results From the Town and its Hinterland, K. Judelson 

(trans.), Lincoln, The Society for Medieval Archaeology Monograph Series, No. 13, 1992. 

Egan, Geoff, The Medieval Household: Daily Living c. 1150 - 1450, Medieval Finds From Excavations in London Series, 

No. 6, Museum of London, 1998. 

Endrei, Walter and Zolnay, Laszlo, Fun and Games in Old Europe, Karoly Ravasz (trans.), Budapest, Corvina, 1986. 

Fritsch, K. E. and Bachmann, M., An Illustrated History of Toys, London, Abbey Library, 1966. 

Frux, Gregory William, Life in Thirteenth-Century Novgorod, Compleat Anachronist No. 99, Society for Creative 

Anachronism, USA, 1998, p. 51. 

Kolchin, B. A., Wooden Artefacts from Medieval Novgorod, (trans.) BAR International Series 495, Parts 1 (text) and 2 

(illustrations), 1989. 

Kraus, Dorothy and Henry, The Hidden World of Misericords, New York, George Braziller, 1975. 

Mould, Quita, Ian Carlisle and Ester Cameron, Craft, Industry and Everyday Life (Series): Leather and Leatherworking in 

Anglo-Scandinavian and Medieval York, The Archaeology of York: The Small Finds 17/16. York, York Archaeological 

Trust, 2003. 

Orme, Nicholas, 'The Culture of Children in Medieval England', in Past and Present No. 148, August 1995, pp. 48 - 88. 

http://www.amazon.com/Robert-W-Henderson/e/B001H6N0EO/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1

